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BY THE END OF THIS PRESENTATION 
YOU WILL:

• Recognize and anticipate difficult communication 

situations

• Understand the SPIKES protocol to deliver serious 

news to patients

• Understand the NURSE protocol to recognize and 

respond to strong emotions



DISCUSSING SERIOUS 
NEWS

A THERAPEUTIC DIALOGUE

For the patient

adjustment to illness
adherence to treatment
satisfaction with care



DISCUSSING SERIOUS 
NEWS

A THERAPEUTIC DIALOGUE

For the physician 

Less stress and burnout

Greater enjoyment of work









PATIENT-CENTRED COMMUNICATION

‘communication that invites and 

encourages the patient to 

participate and negotiate in 

decision-making regarding their 

own care’

Nurse–patient communication: an exploration of patients’ 
experiences McCabe J Clin Nursing Volume 13, p41–49, 
2004



WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS?



WHAT IS “BAD NEWS” ?

News that alters view of future 

in a negative way

How bad?

Depends on gap between 

expectation and reality 



WHEN IS “ BAD NEWS” ?
TRANSITIONAL MILESTONES IN 

ONCOLOGY

Early 
Awaiting diagnosis

Consultation: prognosis, treatment

Advanced

Newly diagnosed metastases

Change in therapy 

Stopping active anti-cancer Rx 



S P I K E S



SIX STEP S-P-I-K-E-S 
PROTOCOL

SET UP              get the physical setting right

PERCEPTION      what does patient understand

INVITATION readiness   amount of info

KNOWLEDGE disclose the news

EMOTION          respond N-U-R-S-E

SUMMARIZE       written outline   next step

Buckman R. Breaking bad news: a six-step protocol. In: Buckman R, editor 
How to break bad news. A guide for health care professionals
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992: 65–97

SET UP          
get the physical setting right



SET UP

Is this a good time to talk ?

Are the right people there ? 

Make time 

or 

set limits on what you can deliver



SIX STEP S-P-I-K-E-S 
PROTOCOL
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PERCEPTION      
what does patient understand



PERCEPTION

Understand level of sophistication

Understand emotional state

Find out how serious the patient thinks it is



PERCEPTION

What have you been thinking about this symptom?

What do you understand about the reason we did 
these tests?

What have the doctors told you?

What did you think they meant?



SIX STEP S-P-I-K-E-S 
PROTOCOL

SET UP              get the physical setting right

PERCEPTION      what does patient understand

INVITATION readiness   amount of info

KNOWLEDGE disclose the news

EMOTION          respond N-U-R-S-E

SUMMARIZE       written outline   next step

INVITATION
readiness and amount of info



INVITATION

Are you ready to talk about this?

Some patients want me to cover 
every medical detail and other 
only want the big picture…what 
would you prefer now?



SIX STEP S-P-I-K-E-S 
PROTOCOL

SET UP              get the physical setting right

PERCEPTION      what does patient understand

INVITATION readiness   amount of info

KNOWLEDGE disclose the news
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SUMMARIZE       written outline   next step

KNOWLEDGE
disclose the news



KNOWLEDGE

Share the information 

Well, the situation appears to be more serious…

Be straightforward

Your back pain appears to be caused by cancer in the bone

Check in to determine understanding

I want to stop here and check to see if you have any questions, or if I 

need to clarify or go over the information again.

Small steps



SIX STEP S-P-I-K-E-S 
PROTOCOL

SET UP              get the physical setting right

PERCEPTION      what does patient understand

INVITATION readiness   amount of info

KNOWLEDGE disclose the news

EMOTION          respond N-U-R-S-E

SUMMARIZE       written outline   next step

EMOTION          
respond N-U-R-S-E



TWO TRACKS

Cognitive
Logical    methodical

Emotional
Fast   overwhelming



EMOTIONS DERAIL COGNITION

Stop delivering information when emotions are high

Offer an empathic response instead



PUT YOURSELF IN THEIR 
SHOES…



N-U-R-S-E

Name It seems like you are frustrated

Understand This must be very difficult for you to hear

Respect (praise)     You are  doing your best…

Support “I wish” statements

Explore   Tell me more
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SUMMARIZE

Summarize and make a concrete plan

Ensure clarity:

Are there any other questions you’d like to ask?

Be explicit about next contact



AUTHENTICITY

Understand the person, family, 
situation

Respect that accepting the truth 
may be too difficult psychologically

Give them time to explore their 
feelings



DISCUSSING SERIOUS NEWS
SUMMARY

a therapeutic dialogue

techniques can be learned and 
mastered

track emotional data

respond with empathic statements 



EXPLORING GOALS OF CARE





SHARE PROGNOSIS

• Tailor information to patient 

preference

• Frame as “wish…worry” or 

“hope…worry”

• Allow silence, explore 

emotion

• I hope that I am wrong, but 

I’m worried that time may be 

short

• I wish things would improve, 

but I am worried that this 

may be as strong as you feel



“HOW MUCH TIME DO I HAVE 
DOC?”

• Ask why (always be curious)

• If I could tell you exactly when the time may come, how 

would you use that information?

• Try not to talk in absolutes

• Hours to days

• Days to weeks

• Weeks to months

• Months to years



EXPLORE KEY TOPICS

• Goals

• Fears and worries

• Sources of strength

• Critical abilities

• Tradeoffs

• Family

• What are your most important goals if 

your health situation worsens?

• What are your biggest fears and worries 

about the future with your health?

• What gives you strength as you think 

about the future with your illness

• What abilities are so critical to your life 

that you cannot imagine living without 

them?

• If you become sicker, how much are you 

willing to go through for the possibility 

of gaining more time?

• How much does your family know about 

your priorities and wishes?



DOCUMENT THE 
CONVERSATION

• Most CMPA claims are due to poor communication

• Documenting clearly helps patient care and serves as record
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The End!


